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How do you build a data-driven culture?



ThoughtSpot: Self-service analytics for every user
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Certain information contained in this presentation is forward-looking in nature. Any 
expectations based on these forward-looking statements are subject to risks and 
uncertainties and other important factors. These and many other factors could cause 
delivery of products, features or enhancements to differ materially from expectations 
based on these forward-looking statements. ThoughtSpot does not undertake an 
obligation to update its forward-looking statements to reflect future events or 
circumstances.

Safe Harbor Statement



Creation: Search Data



Search Data: Driving data fluency for every user

Get started easily with intuitive 
user onboarding features

Ramp up quickly on any dataset 
by using the revamped left data 
panel

Build your knowledge of search 
keywords and syntax with the 
in-product search keywords 
reference

Note: Some features may have limited support in 
ThoughtSpot Software



Demo



Discovery: Search Answers



Product Vision

Search to answer every question for every user

SEARCH 
ANSWERS

User Profiles Pinboards

Automated 
Insights

Comments
Help 

Content

Data Sources

Answers

Google-like free-form (“NLP”) questions with rich 
interactive results

“sales” (Metric)

“acme widgets” (Customer Name)

“quarterly revenue” (Chart Name)

“attrition analysis” (Topic)

“conference leads gartner” (Liveboard name with filter 
‘Gartner’)

“sales by category” (Analytical Question)

“best selling products” (Analytical Question)

“show me the highest selling products with the top 
markets for each product” (Analytical Question)



Consumption: 
Liveboards & SpotIQ



Roadmap

Liveboards
Tabs
Custom tile sizes
Note tiles
Personalized filter values
Parameters
Brushing & linking

Filters
Custom date picker
Mandatory filters

Charts
Geo-maps enhancements
Bring your own charts (BYOC)
KPI charts



Liveboard tabs



Custom tile sizes



Note tiles in Liveboards



Personalized Liveboards (saved filter values)



Parameters

What-if analysis

Top N

Analyze data over different measures/attributes etc.

…

Use cases



Brushing & linking



Custom date picker



Mandatory filters



Analyze data in custom regions

Analyze regional data of multiple countries at the same time

Visualize standard regions of many more countries

Detailed maps

Geo-map enhancements

Use cases



Bring your own charts (BYOC)

New chart types
Create your own chart types to visualize your data. Use 
any charting library to create these charts

Community
Discover new charts created by the community and add 
them to your instance

Rich interactivity
Use native ThoughtSpot functionality of rich interactivity 
like drill, explore etc. on these charts



KPI charts

KPI charts replace headline 
metrics on Liveboards

Easily visualize percentage 
change and at-a-glance trends



Demo



Turning Data to actionable 
Insights



SpotIQ: Richer and more interactive KPI charts

Send KPIs to slack

Add KPIs to homepage 
watchlist

Understand the “why” with 
Explain Change integration

Be alerted to unexpected 
changed with AI-driven 
anomaly detection



SpotIQ: Accelerating data-driven culture with Monitor

Subscribe business users to 
notifications

Customize notifications based on 
schedule, threshold, or 
automated

Notifications available via 
Slack/teams, TS mobile app

Notify user when and why 
a KPI moved

Integrates with SpotIQ Explain the 
change



Summary
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ThoughtSpot CloudFest

THANK YOU
HOW DID WE DO?

Click on this breakout session in the mobile app 
and scroll down to the session survey.


